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Dorothy Collins is a lady to her filter-tips, but she now confesses that for seven years she lived a lie 

on TV.  

"Little Dorothy," of the shirt waist and high necklines, held a certain cigarette in her hand and airily told TV 

audiences, "Friends, if you want a cigarette that just naturally tastes better . . ."  

Actually, Dorothy never smoked that cigarette or any other.  "We never told anybody until now that I 

don't smoke."  

Dorothy broke down and admitted the other day. "I don't drink, either.  "So my next sponsor will proba-

bly be a beer."  

It's a story with an ironic twist. After all those years of satisfying the sponsors of "Your Hit Parade," Doro-

thy and the regulars got fired. Now, as a penalty for being so good, she's got to live down her seven -year 

identification with one cigarette.  

One way is to get glamorous and start dripping sex appeal.  

"They used to think of me as 'Little Dorothy Collins’ and I got fan mail from people who asked why I 

wore such high necklines,” Dorothy remembers.   "Somebody wrote in and asked me to settle an argu-

ment. One person said I wore those dresses because I had a ship tattooed on my chest. The other person said 

it wasn't a ship, it was a sailor."  

 

Professionally, Dorothy's stepping out.  In mid-September she'll be doing her first movie here and in Boston, 

playing the wife of Mayor James A. Curley in "Mr. Boston."   She also auditioned triumphantly for the 

B'way musical, "Music Man,” and she's playing Las Vegas, the St. Louis Municipal Opera and doing 

"Showboat" in Kansas City.    

But those years with "Hit Parade" made the little blonde from Windsor, Canada, and Detroit a vivid Ameri-

can personality.   "I don't regret them," she says. "If I were ever to smoke any cigarette,  I'm sure I'd 

choose .... "   "Never mind the commercial." I told her. "Don't forget, you were fired."  

From April to July 1950 Dorothy did only the speaking commercials on "Hit Parade," and then one day 

her husband, Raymond Scott, was asked to write and do the music for a Lucky Strike jingle.  

"Raymond couldn't sing and I could.  So I sang the 'demo' record,   "They seemed to like that, and so then I 

was allowed to sing on the show." A few weeks ago the Hit Parade crew was suddenly fired.  

“Now we know why—they were going to sponsor the new “Hit Parade” cigarette and we  were  too closely 

identified with Luckies.” 

 

Dorothy's now got to live down her past and she's sure. she says, "I won't be off of TV very long."  

She's also won freedom from the rock 'n' roll songs familiar to Hit Parade audiences.  

Studio wags used to maintain that the late George Washington Hill, founder of the Hit Parade had an 

antenna on his tombstone and that he was very unhappy about the recent songs.  

"I liked rock 'n' roll at first--it was very happy music," Dorothy says. "Then it got happier and happier until 

it didn't make any sense.  

"How can you make any sense out of 'Ooouh, Ooouh, Ooouh'!" So Dorothy figures that when the "Hit    

Parade" gang got fired, she got a break.  

 


